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Abstract
Spiking activity in cortical networks is nonlinear in nature. The linear-nonlinear
cascade model, some versions of which are also known as point-process
generalized linear model, can efficiently capture the nonlinear dynamics exhibited
by such networks. Of particular interest in such models are theoretical predictions
of spike train statistics. However, due to the moment-closure problem,
approximations are inevitable. We suggest here a series expansion that explains
how higher-order moments couple to lower-order ones. Our approach makes
predictions in terms of certain integrals, the so-called loop integrals. In previous
studies these integrals have been evaluated numerically, but numerical
instabilities are sometimes encountered rendering the results unreliable. Analytic
solutions are presented here to overcome this problem, and to arrive at more
robust evaluations. We were able to deduce these analytic solutions by switching
to Fourier space and making use of complex analysis, specifically Cauchy’s
residue theorem. We formalized the loop integrals and explicitly solved them for
specific response functions. To quantify the importance of these corrections for
spike train cumulants, we numerically simulated spiking networks and compared
their sample statistics to our theoretical predictions. Our results demonstrate that
the magnitude of the nonlinear corrections depends on the working point of the
nonlinear network dynamics, and that it is related to the eigenvalues of the
mean-field stability matrix. For our example, the corrections for the firing rates
are in the range between 4 % and 21 % on average. Precise and robust predictions
of spike train statistics accounting for nonlinear effects are, for example, highly
relevant for theories involving spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP).
Keywords: Spike train cumulants; Linear-nonlinear Poisson model; Path integral
formalism; Structure-dynamics relations
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1 Introduction
Novel experimental techniques for neuronal recordings generate huge volumes of
data. These data contain information about neuronal spike trains, the firing rate of
individual neurons, and correlations between neurons, but also information about
their connectivity [1–10].
Modeling neuronal activity can be performed at different scales [11]. The largest
amount of neurophysiological detail is conveyed by the simulation of neuron models
with dendrites and axons extending in three-dimensional space [12]. Apart from the
problem that most of the details concerning neuron morphology and ion channel
equipment are not known, this approach is computationally very demanding, and
may become entirely unfeasible for larger networks of neurons. Consequently, most
studies of large-scale spiking network dynamics use simpler point neuron models.
They come as deterministic or stochastic units. A well-known example of the former
type is the leaky integrate-and-fire neuron [13, 14], a prominent representative of the
latter are self-exciting and mutually-exciting Poisson processes, called Hawkes pro-
cesses [15, 16]. Studying biophysically inspired models and abstract point processes
side-by-side can be of great help to understand the influence of network structure
on spike train statistics in recurrent networks [17–20].
As the classical Hawkes model is fully linear, the nonlinear dynamics of biological
neuronal networks must be linearized before comparing them. This poses limits to
the range of applications of this model, and to the precision of the results achieved
with it. A natural generalization emerges by including an arbitrary transfer function
for the firing rates to account for intrinsic neuronal nonlinearities. Such a model,
called linear-nonlinear Poisson (LNP) cascade model, naturally emerges for sev-
eral spiking neuron models [21]. As a phenomenological model, it has also been
successfully employed for the analysis of multiple-neuron spike trains [22–25].
Computing spike train cumulants of any order in the LNP model is a daunting
task. However, the precise knowledge of certain low-order cumulants is of great im-
portance for the study of spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) [26]. For simple
pairwise STDP, first- and second-order cumulants are sufficient, but the more com-
plex model of triplet STDP [27] requires accurate knowledge of third-order spike
train cumulants. Furthermore, there is evidence that higher-order cumulants con-
strain neuronal activity patterns, and it has been shown that including them into
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statistical models improves the fit of experimental data [28]. For predictions in non-
linear models, the coupling of higher-order moments to lower-order ones complicates
the calculations. This issue is known as the moment-closure problem. One system-
atic way to deal with this problem and to manage the complexity of the hierarchy of
contributions has been proposed by [29] in terms of a path integral formulation. The
authors in [30] used this method to calculate perturbative corrections to the pre-
dictions made by the linear model. The corrections arise as higher-order moments
couple to lower-order ones, due to the nonlinearity.
In principle, the problem might be considered to be solved, and in theory it is.
But when it comes to actual numerical predictions of cumulants, several techni-
cal difficulties arise. In the diagrammatic expansion, corrections stemming from
the nonlinear transfer functions involve diagrams with loops. When calculating the
contributions of these loop diagrams, integrals over the loop momentum have to
be solved. Only analytic solutions guarantee a correct solution of these integrals,
independent of choices made for the parameters. Here we demonstrate how loop in-
tegrals can be analytically solved using methods from complex analysis. For certain
parameter regimes numerical estimates can be misleading (or wrong) and analytic
solutions are preferred.
2 Spiking Model and Methods
In a network of spiking units, the individual node activities generally depend on
different variables. These variables reflect the applied stimulus, previous history of
activity, and neuronal coupling [31]. We first review a widely used stochastic model,
and then outline a less well-known representation of it [30].
2.1 Linear-nonlinear Poisson cascade model
Dynamics in neuronal networks can be mathematically described as stochastic point
processes [32]. The spikes associated to a neuron in a network correspond to dis-
crete events in time. Individual spikes are random but not necessarily stochastically
independent [23, 25, 32].
A point process can be defined by use of discrete event times, inter-event intervals,
or a cumulative counting process [33, 34]. A point process is a random sequence
T = [tγ ]γ≥1 with t0 = 0, tγ ∈ [0,∞) and tγ < tγ+1 [34]. A useful representation of
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a point process is given by the collection of all events,
z(t) =
∑
tγ
δ(t− tγ), (1)
where δ(t) is the Dirac measure. The associated counting process N(t) is given by
N(t) =
∫ t
0
z(t) dt. (2)
If P[N(t, t+ x] = k] only depends on the duration x, but not on the location t,
the point process is called crudely stationary [34]. For crudely stationary point
processes, Khinchin’s Existence Theorem [34, Proposition 3.3.I] guarantees the ex-
istence of the intensity
λ = lim
dt↘0
P[N(0, t] > 0]
dt
, (3)
although it might be infinite. In case of finite intensities, it is meaningful to write
P[N(t, t+ dt] > 0] = λdt+ o(dt). (4)
Further, a point process is said to be simple [34], if
P[N({t}) = 0 or 1 ∀t] = 1. (5)
A crudely stationary point process is orderly [34], when
P[N(0,dt] ≥ 2] = o(dt), (dt↘ 0). (6)
For crudely stationary point processes of finite intensity, these to properties are
equivalent [34]. The most prominent example is a stationary Poisson process, com-
pletely defined by [34]
P[N(ai, bi] = ni, i = 1, . . . , k] =
k∏
i=1
(λ (bi − ai))ni
ni!
e−λ(bi−ai), (7)
with ai < bi ≤ ai+1.
In a multivariate setting, each neuron i has an associated point process Ti de-
scribing its spike times. The corresponding point process representation zi(t) from
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Eq. (1) is called spike train. The spike count of neuron i is the counting process
Ni(t) associated with Ti. It is defined by
Ni(t) =
∞∑
γ=1
Θ(t− tγi ), (8)
or equivalently
Ni(t) =
∫ t
0
zi(t) dt. (9)
Assuming orderliness, a multivariate counting Process (Ni(t), . . . , Nn(t))t≥0 is en-
tirely characterized by its conditional intensity process (λi(t), . . . , λn(t))t≥0. For
finite intensity processes we may write
P[dNi(t) = 1|Ht] = λi(t) dt, (10)
where Ht is the history of the point process up to time t [33].
An interesting candidate is given by linear-nonlinear cascade models [21, 35, 36],
where the intensities read
λi(t) = φi
∑
j
∫ t−
−∞
hij(t− s) dNj(s) + bi(t)
. (11)
Here, hij is the (causal) response function describing the influence that neuron j
exerts on neuron i. The nonnegative gain function φi accounts for the nonlinear
transfer from the intrinsic state (“membrane potential”) to the intensity (“firing
rate”), and bi(t) specifies the baseline intensity. The linear filtering can be thought
of as the spatiotemporal receptive field of the neuron under investigation [35]. By
use of Eq. (9), we have
λi(t) = φi
∑
j
(hij ? zj)(t) + bi(t)
, (12)
where (f ? g)(t) denotes the usual convolution operation. Integration boundaries
and causality are reflected by an appropriate definition of hij .
The connectivity in a neuronal network is specified by the adjacency matrix A
with entries aij ∈ {0, 1}, or aij ∈ N0 if multiple connections are allowed between
two neurons. As the effects on post-synaptic neurons can vastly differ in magnitude,
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and synapses can be either excitatory or inhibitory, synapses carry a signed weight
wij . The connectivity matrix W is given by a Hadamard product of adjacency
matrix and weight matrix. Finally, any time-dependencies of the neuronal influence
are reflected by the synaptic kernel functions. They might vary for different neuron
types and thus, the matrix of causal interaction filters H = (hij)i,j∈{1,...,n} is the
Hadamard product of the matrix of response functions and the connectivity matrix.
We term this model linear-nonlinear Poisson (LNP) cascade model similar to [36].
Poisson means that spikes are drawn from a Poisson distribution with instantaneous
rate λ, but due to the self-interaction and history dependence the output spike trains
do clearly not fulfill the independence criteria of an inhomogeneous Poisson process
any more. These processes are further known as (nonlinear) Hawkes processes if all
interactions are non-negative [34, 37, 38].
A different formulation which is better suited for estimation of these processes is
obtained by means of the point process generalized linear model framework [23, 39].
More specifically, the joint probability density of the process is approximated by a
discrete one. This defines a likelihood function belonging to the exponential family
with canonical parameter log λi(t) [22, 39]. In the generalized linear model setting
this canonical parameter is expressed as linear combination of covariates [40]. Thus,
the LNP cascade model with exponential gain function can directly be obtained
[22, 24]. The exponential gain function further implies multiplicative effects from
previous spikes on the instantaneous firing rates [41]. Point process generalized
linear models are very promising and successful models for spike responses of single
neurons or networks [23, 31, 35, 39, 42].
A concluding remark concerns the nonlinear gain function. Nonlinearities can
enter at two different levels, pre-synaptic or post-synaptic, corresponding to the
connectivity matrix appearing outside or inside the nonlinearity. For the former, an
Amari-type model [43, 44], the rate is given by
λi(t) = κ
∑
j
Wijφ(zj(t)) + bi(t). (13)
Both models imply different corrections to mean-field equations as pointed out
by [45]. A further possibility to incorporate nonlinearities into the model is by
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considering Volterra series expansions. Recent progress in this direction can be
found in [46].
2.2 Path integral representation of the linear-nonlinear Poisson cascade model
Since the moment generating functional for the LNP cascade model cannot be cal-
culated analytically, the following alternative strategy is applied. First, an auxiliary
variable, the so-called response variable, is introduced. Its dynamics describes the
stochastic evolution of the system under consideration [30]. Then, the probability
density functional (pdf) of the process is written in exponential form, where the
negative exponent is called the action. The action splits into the free action, which
is bilinear in the configuration and the response variable, and the interaction com-
ponent, which comprises all remaining terms. While expectation values with respect
to the pdf of the free action can be calculated, this is generally not possible for the
full action. However, the interaction component can be expanded into a series. Fi-
nally, the moments of the process are calculated in a perturbative manner as sums
of free moments.
A derivation of the path integral representation can be found in [30]. In case of
the response function h being chosen as α-function, [47] derived an explicit path
integral representation for the shot noise variable s(t) =
∑
tγ h(t− tγ).
In brief, the line of reasoning in deriving the action of the LNP cascade model
follows arguments from nonequilibrium statistical dynamics [48–53]. For illustration,
we consider the case n = 1 and drop the neuron index i. Starting at time t0 and
discretizing time into Nt steps of size ∆t
tν+1 = tν + ∆t, ν = 0, 1, . . . , Nt − 1, (14)
we obtain a discrete spike count Nν = N(tν) and a discretized intensity process
λν = λ(tν). In the following, we set N0 = 0. Given conditionally independent
Poissonian increments, the spike counting process reads
Nν+1 = Nν + ην , ην ∼ Poiss(∆tλν). (15)
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Starting point in deriving the action is the pdf written in terms of δ-functions
constrained to the solutions of Eq. (15),
P
[(
N1, . . . , NNt
) | (η0, . . . , ηNt−1) , N0 = 0] = Nt−1∏
ν=0
δ
(
Nν+1 −Nν − ην)
=
∫ (Nt−1∏
ν=0
dz˜ν
2pii
)
exp
(
−
∑
ν
z˜ν
(
Nν+1 −Nν − ην)) .
(16)
In the second step, the Laplace representation
δ(x) =
1
2pii
∫
ez˜x dz˜ (17)
of the δ-function has been used for all ν. Note that the integration over z˜ is along
the imaginary axis.
In general, the Poisson probability density function for variables k and mean
parameter λ is given by
Pλ(k) =
λk
k!
e−λ. (18)
The moment generating function for such a process reads
Z[J ] =
〈
eJk
〉
=
∞∑
k=0
λk
k!
e−λeJk = e−λeλe
J
= exp
(
λ
(
eJ − 1)) . (19)
Noise increments ην are conditionally independent, which implies
P
[
η0, . . . , ηNt−1
]
=
∏
ν
P (ην |λν). (20)
Marginalizing the pdf (16) over the noise increments yields
P
[(
N1, . . . , NNt
) |N0 = 0] = ∑
η0
· · ·
∑
ηNt−1
P
[(
N1, . . . , NNt
) | (η0, . . . , ηNt−1) , N0 = 0]Nt−1∏
ν=0
P∆tλν (η
ν). (21)
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Note that for one particular noise increment one has
∑
ην
e−z˜
ν(−ην) · (∆tλ
ν)
ην
ην !
e−∆tλ
ν
=
〈
ez˜
νην
〉
= Z[z˜ν ] = exp
(
∆tλν
(
ez˜
ν − 1
))
. (22)
Substituting this result into the marginalized pdf (21) yields
P
[(
N1, . . . , NNt
) |N0 = 0] = ∫ (Nt−1∏
ν=0
dz˜ν
2pii
)
exp
(
−
∑
ν
z˜ν
(
Nν+1 −Nν))
× exp
(∑
ν
∆tλν
(
ez˜
ν − 1
))
.
(23)
As a next step, the limit of infinitesimal step size ∆t and infinitely many steps
(Nt → ∞) is performed, while keeping the total time T = Nt∆t constant. This
turns sums into integrals
lim
∆t→0
Nt=T/∆t∑
ν=0
∆t · f(ν∆t) =
∫ T
0
f(t) dt. (24)
The full path integral then reads
P [z|z(0) = 0] =
∫
Dz˜ exp
{
−
∫ T
t0
z˜(t)z(t) dt
+
∫ T
t0
λ(t)
(
ez˜(t) − 1
)
dt
}
, (25)
with Dz˜ = limNt→∞
∏Nt−1
ν=0
dz˜ν
2pii and lim∆t→0
N(t+∆t)−N(t)
∆t = z(t). Conventionally
one writes the pdf P [z|z(0) = 0] as a path integral over the so-called path density
p[z˜, z] which is itself an exponential of the negative action −S[z˜, z]
P [z|z(0) = 0] =
∫
Dz˜ exp (−S[z˜, z])
=
∫
Dz˜ p[z˜, z]. (26)
Thus, the action for a LNP cascade process for n = 1 reads
S[z˜, z] =
∫
z˜(t)z(t)−
(
ez˜(t) − 1
)
φ((h ? z)(t) + b(t)) dt. (27)
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As everything factorizes, the action of the LNP model for more than one neuron
(n > 1) is finally given by [30],
SLNP[z˜, z] =
∑
i
∫
z˜i(t)zi(t)−
(
ez˜i(t) − 1
)
φ
∑
j
(hij ? zj)(t) + bi(t)
dt. (28)
Proceeding with the action SLNP[z˜, z] directly would yield an expansion about
z = 0. However, a different expansion point can be chosen by shifting the configu-
ration and response variables by r¯ and r˜, respectively. Transforming the variables
according to
zi −→ δzi = zi − r¯i, (29)
z˜i −→ δz˜i = z˜i − r˜i, (30)
results in an action S∗[δz˜, δz]. Shifting the processes by its first moments, r¯i = 〈zi〉
and r˜i = 〈z˜i〉, yields an effective action [54]. As the action is at least linear in the
auxiliary response variable, its first moment 〈z˜i〉 is zero and the transformation of
z˜i is trivial.
The general Taylor expansion of φ about r¯ is given by
φ
∑
j
(hij ? zj)(t) + bi(t)
 = φ
∑
j
(hij ? δzj)(t) +
∑
j
(hij ? r¯j)(t) + bi(t)

(31)
=
∞∑
q=0
1
q!
φ
(q)
i (h ? δz)
q
i (t), (32)
where (h ? δz)i(t) =
∑
j(hij ? δzj)(t) and coefficients
φ
(q)
i =
dq
dxq
φ(x)|(h?r¯)i+bi . (33)
Raising the convolution to the power of q is meant to be
(h ? δz)
q
i (t) = (h ? δz)i(t)× · · · × (h ? δz)i(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
q times
. (34)
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The action with transformed variables then reads
S∗[z˜, δz] =
∑
i
∫
dt
[
z˜i(t)δzi(t) + z˜i(t)r¯i(t)
−
(
ez˜i(t) − 1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=
∑∞
p=1
(z˜i(t))
p
p!
( ∞∑
q=0
1
q!
(h ? δz)
q
i (t)
)]
. (35)
For moment calculations, the bilinear part of the action is split off
S∗[z˜, δz] = SF [z˜, δz] + S∗I [z˜, δz], (36)
where the free (bilinear) action reads
SF [z˜, δz] =
∑
i
∫
dtz˜i(t)
(
δzi(t)− φ(1)i (h ? δz)i
)
. (37)
The component representing the interaction is given by
S∗I [z˜, δz] = −
∑
i
∫
dt
∑
p=1,q=0
\{p=q=1}
\{p=1,q=0}
(z˜i(t))
p
p!
φ
(q)
i
q!
(h ? δz)
q
i (t)
+
∑
i
∫
dtz˜i(t)
(
r¯i(t)− φ(0)i
)
. (38)
The inverse tree-level propagator is defined by the bilinear part SF of the action,
∆−1T,ij(t, t
′) = δijδ(t− t′)− φ(1)i hij(t− t′). (39)
Finally, the tree-level propagator can be deduced from
∑
k
∫
dt′∆−1T,ik(t, t
′)∆T,kj(t′, t′′) = δ(t− t′′)δij . (40)
In this representation, tree and loop level refer to zeroth order and first order, respec-
tively, in a small-fluctuation expansion in terms of higher-order moments coupling
to lower-order ones [54, 55]. This expansion is called semiclassical expansion, or loop
expansion, because the number of loops in a diagram corresponds to higher-order
fluctuation contributions [30, 55]. Whenever fluctuations are small, the truncated
loop expansion provides a good approximation for spike train statistics.
In the following, the expansion is performed about the mean-field solution, instead
of choosing r¯ = 0. Very recently, [56] used renormalization group techniques to self-
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consistently determine the statistics of the process. An application of these methods
to our model still needs to be investigated. Here, we consider an approximation,
where the expansion point is determined by the free (tree-level) expectation
r¯i(t) = 〈zi(t)〉F = φ(0)i , (41)
where 〈·〉F denotes the expectation with respect to the free path density exp(−SF ).
The true mean of the process is different for nonlinear gain functions, as there are
non-vanishing loop corrections to the mean (cf. Section 3.3.1).
By Eq. (41), the last term in Eq. (38) vanishes and the interacting action reads
SMFI [z˜, δz] = −
∑
i
∫
dt
∑
p=1,q=0
\{p=q=1}
\{p=1,q=0}
(z˜i(t))
p
p!
φ
(q)
i
q!
(h ? δz)
q
i (t). (42)
In total, the action of the LNP model expanded about its mean-field solution reads
SMF[z˜, δz] = SF [z˜, δz] + S
MF
I [z˜, δz]. (43)
The path-integral representation of the probability density functional is given by
P [δz|δz(0)] =
∫
Dz˜(t) exp(−SMF[z˜, δz]), (44)
where Dz˜ denotes the path integral measure. This implies a joint moment-
generating functional of δz and z˜
Z
[
J, J˜
]
=
∫
Dz(t)
∫
Dz˜(t)e−SMF[z˜,δz]+Jz˜+J˜δz, (45)
and a moment-generating functional of δz
Z
[
J˜
]
=
∫
Dz(t)e−SMF[z˜,δz]+J˜δz. (46)
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As a consequence of the splitting in Eq. (43), arbitrary moments of the process
can be calculated as a combination of moments of the free action
〈
l∏
ι=1
δziι(tι)
m∏
ς=1
z˜iς (tς)
〉
=
∫
DδzDz˜
l∏
ι=1
δziι(tι)
m∏
ς=1
z˜iς (tς)e
−SMF[z˜,δz]
=
〈
l∏
ι=1
δziι(tι)
m∏
ς=1
z˜iς (tς)
∏
p,q=1
\{p=q=1}
\{p=1,q=0}
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
(
z˜pi
p!
φ
(q)
i
q!
(h ? δz)
q
i
)k〉
F
,
(47)
where 〈·〉F again denotes the expectation with respect to the free path density
exp(−SF ). By completing the square and using the definition of the inverse tree-
level propagator, the moment-generating functional of the free moments reads
ZF
[
J˜ , J
]
= exp
{∫
dt
∫
dt′J˜(t)∆T (t, t′)J(t′)
}
. (48)
This functional is bilinear and thus only products of tree-level propagators survive
when calculating free moments
〈
l∏
ι=1
δziι(tι)
m∏
ς=1
z˜iς (tς)
〉
F
=
∑
pair-wise
partitions
∏
pairs (ι,ς)
∆T,iιiς (tι, tς). (49)
The expansion of Eq. (47) can be represented diagrammatically by use of the ob-
servation (49). Contributions from individual components of the series are obtained
by the Feynman rules listed in the following section and derived in [30].
2.2.1 Feynman rules of the LNP cascade model
The Feynman rules in this section are derived for computing cumulant expansions
about the mean-field solution r¯ = 〈z〉F , considering SMF from Eq. (43). For book-
keeping reasons, each term in Eq. (47) is represented by a Feynman diagram. The
building blocks of these diagrams are
• external vertices according to the desired moment
= 1
= 1
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• the propagator
t1
i
t2
j
= ∆T,ij(t1, t2)
• the filter edge
t2
i
t1
j
= hij(t2 − t1)
• the filter vertex
i
t
j
= δij
• the internal vertices
t
jq
j1i1
ip
q legsp legs =
φ
(q)
i1
p!q!
p∏
ι=2
δi1iι
q∏
ς=1
δi1jς ,
where φ(q)i has been defined in Eq. (33). From Eq. (47) it is obvious that p ≥ 2
for q = 0. Otherwise, any combination is allowed such that q + p ≥ 3.
The moment expansion given in Eq. (47) allows to deduce an algorithmic recipe to
calculate cumulants. Note that these are calculated about the mean-field solution
r¯, i.e. 〈δz〉T = 0. The nth order cumulant is obtained by the following recipe
1 Determine all possible graphs, where the cumulant order corresponds to the
external vertices and the perturbation order corresponds to inner vertices.
2 Translate vertices and edges into formulae according to the building blocks
described above.
3 Integrate over internal vertex times
∫
dtξ and sum over neuron indices.
4 If a vertex type occurs k times (from (SI [z˜, δz])
k terms) include a factor 1/k!.
5 For nsym topologically identical graphs, multiply with the factor nsym (corre-
sponding to possible pairings in Eq. (49)).
A frequently recurring sub-diagram is the combination of a filter edge, a filter vertex,
and the propagator. We therefore introduce the shorthand
(h ?1 ∆T )ij(t, t
′′) =
∑
k
∫
dt′hik(t− t′)∆T,kj(t′, t′′). (50)
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We will use these rules to deduce explicit predictions in the following section.
3 Results
3.1 Techniques for calculating loop corrections
A procedure to compute higher-order cumulants and their corrections arising from
the nonlinear transfer function was described in the previous section.However, there
are some technical obstacles to actually calculate them. For an example, consider
the one-loop correction to the firing rates
〈δzi〉1−loop =
t
i
t1
j
t2
l
= 2 ·
∑
j,l
∫
∆T,ij(t, t1)
φ
(2)
j
1!2!
(h ?1 ∆T )jl(t1, t2)(h ?1 ∆T )jl(t1, t2)
× φ
(0)
l
2!
dt1 dt2.
The depicted Feynman diagram is the only one possible with one loop for the first-
order cumulant. It is translated into a formula in accordance with the Feynman
rules described in Section 2.2.1. For a stationary process, the one-loop correction of
the mean is time-independent. Computations are simpler in the Fourier domain, as
temporal integration is eliminated
〈δzi〉1−loop =
1
4pi
∑
j,k1,k2,l
∫
∆̂T,ij(0)φ
(2)
j ĥjk1(−ω)∆̂T,k1l(−ω)
× ĥjk2(ω)∆̂T,k2l(ω)φ(0)l dω. (51)
Further details on this calculation can be found later in Section 3.3.1. Here we just
note that one is left with the frequency integration
∑
k1,k2
∫ ∞
−∞
ĥjk1(−ω)∆̂T,k1l(−ω)ĥjk2(ω)∆̂T,k2l(ω) dω. (52)
The authors in [30] solved these integrals numerically by performing Riemann sum-
mation for a fixed range of frequencies. Due to the analytic nature of the integrands,
however, this approach is error-prone and may even fail completely.
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In the following, a technique is presented which allows to calculate these integrals
analytically for common choices of the response functions. After formalizing the loop
integrals, all results will be assembled. As a consequence, the following section is
rather technical. We are using the explicit computations of first-order and second-
order cumulants in Section 3.3 and compare them to a numerical simulation in
Section 3.4.
3.2 General loop integrals
A frequently occurring one-loop integral is characterized by the number of propa-
gators in the loop
lN = kM
νN−1 + ω
lN−1
ωM−1 − ω
kM−1
· · ·
· · ·
k2
l2
ω1 − ω
ν1 + ω
k1
l1
ω0 − ω
l0 = k0
ω
Note that legs entering or leaving the loop have been omitted at this point, and an
ambiguity in the indices (l0 = k0 and lN = kM ) is introduced for ease of notation.
Later, this issue will be resolved by appropriate Kronecker δ’s. To calculate correc-
tions involving these loops as part of the diagram, we define a general loop integral
in Fourier space
LkM ...k0,lN ...l0(~ω, ~ν) =
∫
EkMkM−1(ωM−1 − ω) · · ·Ek2k1(ω1 − ω)
× Ek1k0(ω0 − ω)ElN lN−1(νN−1 + ω) · · ·El2l1(ν1 + ω)El1l0(ω) dω (53)
where ~ω = (ω0, . . . , ωM−1) and ~ν = (ν1, . . . , νN−1). A loop edge E in Fourier space
is the combination of a filter edge and a propagator (cf. Eq. (50)) and is given by
Eij(ω) =
∑
k
ĥik(ω)∆̂T,kj(ω). (54)
For an analytic solution, we aim to calculate the integrals L. First, note that the
ω-dependence of the Fourier transformed propagator ∆̂T (ω) is completely deter-
mined by the Fourier transform ĥ(ω) of the response function, which is assumed to
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be the same for all neurons. We define Dφ(1) = diag
{
φ
(1)
1 , . . . , φ
(1)
n
}
and exploit a
diagonalization of the matrix Dφ(1)W
V −1Dφ(1)WV = diag{ξ1, . . . , ξn}, (55)
where ξi denotes the i-th eigenvalue of Dφ(1)W . Assuming that the matrix Dφ(1)W
is diagonalizable considerably simplifies all subsequent calculations. If this is not
the case, one would consider the Jordan canonical form and extend the following
computations in a suitable way. For the Fourier transformed tree-level propagator
determined from Eq. (40), it follows that
∆̂T (ω) =
(
1−Dφ(1) ĥ(ω)W
)−1
= V diag
{
1
1− ĥ(ω)ξ1
, . . . ,
1
1− ĥ(ω)ξn
}
V −1. (56)
Defining
Di(ω) =
ĥ(ω)
1− ĥ(ω)ξi
(57)
and assuming the same response function h for all neurons, the loop edge E reads
Eij(ω) =
∑
k
(WV )ikDk(ω)V
−1
kj . (58)
The integrals to be solved are
Ii0...iM−1,j0...jN−1(~ω, ~ν) =
∫ M−1∏
ι=0
Diι(ωι − ω)Dj0(ω)
N−1∏
ς=1
Djς (νς + ω) dω.
(59)
In what follows, we are sometimes only considering the integrand of these integrals
Ii0...iM−1,j0...jN−1 which is then denoted by Ii0...iM−1,j0...jN−1 . Given these integrals,
the loop integral reads
LkM ...k0,lN ...l0(~ω, ~ν) =
∑
i0,...iM−1
∑
j0,...,jN−1
Ii0...iM−1,j0...jN−1(~ω, ~ν)
×
M−1∏
ι=0
(WV )kι+1iι V
−1
iιkι
N−1∏
ς=0
(WV )lς+1jς V
−1
jς lς
. (60)
A solution of the integral in Eq. (59) can be obtained using Cauchy’s residue calcu-
lus [57, Chapter 6]. Let H = {z ∈ C| Im(z) > 0} denote the upper half-plane of the
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complex plane andH = H∪R its closure. We consider a function I, which is holomor-
phic in H apart from finitely many points which do not lie on the real axis. We fur-
ther assume that the integral I = ∫∞−∞ I(x) dx exists and limz→∞ zI(z) = 0. Then
Cauchy’s contour can be closed in the upper half-plane H = {z ∈ C| Im(z) > 0}.
Im(z)
Re(z)
r
−r r
×
a
Γ(r)
As a consequence of Cauchy’s residue theorem, the improper integral can be written
as [57]
I = 2pii
∑
a∈H
indΓ(a) resa I, (61)
where indΓ(a) is the winding number, which equals one for all poles and our specif-
ically chosen integration contour Γ(r). For a proof, the limit r → ∞ is taken and
the complex periphery part is assessed by means of limz→∞ zI(z) = 0. Further note
that, for poles of order one, the residues can be calculated by [57]
resa I = lim
ω→a (ω − a) I(ω). (62)
In the following two sections, we consider two popular response functions in neuro-
science. Explicit results for loops with two or three edges are given.
3.2.1 Example I: exponential-decay response function
For an exponentially decaying response function h
h(t) =
1
τ
e−t/τΘ(t), (63)
the Fourier transform is
ĥ(ω) =
1
(1 + iτω)
. (64)
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Thus, the elementary components Di in Eq. (57) of the integrand I of I from
Eq. (59) are given by
Dei (ω) =
1
1 + iτω − ξi . (65)
Explicit calculus yields the following expressions for k-point integrals. This termi-
nology specifies the number of loop edges to be k.
Two-point integral The two-point integral with two loop edges reads
Iei,j(ω0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Dei (ω0 − ω)Dej(ω) dω, (66)
and its integrand Iei,j has (up to) two poles in H
a(i) =
i
τ
(ξi − 1) + ω0, (67)
a(j) = − i
τ
(ξj − 1) . (68)
The residues obtained from Eq. (62) are
resa(i) I
e
i,j =
i
τ
Dej
(
a(i)
)
, (69)
resa(j) I
e
i,j = −
i
τ
Dei
(
ω0 − a(j)
)
. (70)
The integral Iei,j(ω0) is then given by Eq. (61). Assuming Re ξi < 1 for all i ∈
{1, . . . , n}, only the pole a(j) lies in the upper half-plane and the integral explicitly
reads
Iei,j(ω0) =
2pi
τ
(2− ξi − ξj + iτω0)−1 . (71)
The assumption Re ξi < 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is made for simplicity. If it does
not hold, the poles inside the contour might be different, and the sum over residues
in Eq. (61) has to be evaluated accordingly. In the case that poles are on the real
axis, as it is the case if Re ξi = 1, perturbing the poles by ±iε for some small ε > 0,
performing the integration, and then taking the limit ε → 0, yields the desired
result.
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Three-point integral If the loop has three edges, there are two integrals to be solved.
The integrand of the first integral,
Iei,jk(ω0, ν1) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Dei (ω0 − ω)Dej(ω)Dek(ν1 + ω) dω, (72)
has poles
a(i) =
i
τ
(ξi − 1) + ω0, (73)
a(j) = − i
τ
(ξj − 1) , (74)
a(k) = − i
τ
(ξk − 1)− ν1. (75)
The residues in these poles are
resa(i) I
e
i,jk =
i
τ
Dej
(
a(i)
)
Dek
(
ν1 + a
(i)
)
, (76)
resa(j) I
e
i,jk = −
i
τ
Dei
(
ω0 − a(j)
)
Dek
(
ν1 + a
(j)
)
, (77)
resa(k) I
e
i,jk = −
i
τ
Dei
(
ω0 − a(k)
)
Dej
(
a(k)
)
. (78)
The other possible three-point integral,
Ieij,k(ω0, ω1) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Dei (ω0 − ω)Dej(ω1 − ω)Dek(ω) dω (79)
has an integrand Ieij,k with poles
a(i) =
i
τ
(ξi − 1) + ω0, (80)
a(j) =
i
τ
(ξj − 1) + ω1, (81)
a(k) = − i
τ
(ξk − 1) , (82)
and corresponding residues
resa(i) I
e
ij,k =
i
τ
Dej
(
ω1 − a(i)
)
Dek
(
a(i)
)
, (83)
resa(j) I
e
ij,k =
i
τ
Dei
(
ω0 − a(j)
)
Dek
(
a(j)
)
, (84)
resa(k) I
e
ij,k = −
i
τ
Dei
(
ω0 − a(k)
)
Dej
(
ω1 − a(k)
)
. (85)
The analytic form of the integrals Iei,jk(ω0, ν1) and Ieij,k(ω0, ω1) is again given by
Eq. (61) and greatly simplifies when assuming Re ξi < 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
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3.2.2 Example II: α-type response function
Another commonly used response function h is given by
h(t) =
t
τ2
e−t/τΘ(t), (86)
where the Fourier transform reads
ĥ(ω) =
1
(1 + iτω)
2 . (87)
This specific form is used for modeling synaptic interactions [58, 59] and is usually
called α-function in a neuroscientific context. We adopt this terminology in the
following. For the α-type response function, the elementary components Di of the
integrand I read
Dαi (ω) =
1
(1 + iτω)
2 − ξi
. (88)
Similar to the previous section, some results are stated explicitly.
Two-point integral Given α-type response functions, the integral of Eq. (59) reads
Iαi,j(ω0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Dαi (ω0 − ω)Dαj (ω) dω. (89)
The integrand Iαi,j of Iαi,j has four poles,
a
(i)
± =
i
τ
(
±
√
ξi − 1
)
+ ω0, (90)
a
(j)
± = −
i
τ
(
±√ξj − 1) . (91)
The corresponding residues are given by
res
a
(i)
±
Iαi,j = ±
i
2τ
√
ξi
Dαj
(
a
(i)
±
)
, (92)
res
a
(j)
±
Iαi,j = ∓
i
2τ
√
ξj
Dαi
(
ω0 − a(j)±
)
. (93)
Summing up residues while assuming |Re(√ξi)| < 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} as dis-
cussed above, yields the analytical expression
Iαi,j(ω0) =
pi
τ
√
ξj
(
Dαi
(
ω0 − a(j)+
)
−Dαi
(
ω0 − a(j)−
))
. (94)
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Three-point integral As for exponential response functions, a loop with three edges
occurs in two variants
Iαi,jk(ω0, ν1) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Dαi (ω0 − ω)Dαj (ω)Dαk (ν1 + ω) dω, (95)
and
Iαij,k(ω0, ω1) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Dαi (ω0 − ω)Dαj (ω1 − ω)Dαk (ω) dω. (96)
The poles and residues are deduced analogously and are omitted at this point.
3.3 Explicit predictions
The general loop integrals derived in Section 3.2 can now be used to obtain approx-
imations for cumulants of any order. First we have a closer look at the motivating
example from the beginning of this section. Afterwards, the one-loop correction to
the second-order cumulant is calculated.
3.3.1 One-loop correction to the rates
As stated earlier in Eq. (41), the working point r¯ of our series expansion of the
nonlinearity corresponds to the tree-level expectation value. This means
〈δzi〉T = 0 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} , (97)
and the working point is determined by solving the self-consistency equation
r¯i(t) = φ
∑
j
(hij ? r¯j)(t) + bi(t)
. (98)
If we want to know how the tree-level covariances influence the rates, we have to
calculate the one-loop correction
〈δzi〉1−loop =
t
i
t1
j
t2
l
= 2 ·
∑
j,l
∫
∆T,ij(t, t1)
φ
(2)
j
1!2!
(h ?1 ∆T )jl(t1, t2)(h ?1 ∆T )jl(t1, t2)
× φ
(0)
l
2!
dt2 dt1.
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According to the Feynman rules in Section 2.2.1, there is only a single diagram
contributing. For a strict-sense stationary process, the propagator only depends on
the time difference, ∆T (t1, t2) = ∆T (t1 − t2). This yields the Fourier representation
∆T (t1 − t2) = 1
2pi
∫
∆̂T (ω)e
iω(t1−t2) dω, (99)
and thus
(h ?1 ∆T )jl(t1 − t2) =
1
2pi
∫ ∑
m
ĥjm(ω)∆̂T,ml(ω)e
iω(t1−t2) dω
=
1
2pi
∫
Ejl(ω)e
iω(t1−t2) dω. (100)
Using this Fourier representation of loop edges, one gets
〈δzi〉1−loop =
1
2
1
(2pi)
3
∫ ∑
j,l
∆̂T,ij(ω1)Ejl(ω2)Ejl(ω3)φ
(2)
j φ
(0)
l
× eiω1(t−t1)eiω2(t1−t2)eiω3(t1−t2) dω3 dω2 dω1 dt2 dt1. (101)
The time integrals yield δ-functions, such that
〈δzi〉1−loop =
1
4pi
∫ ∑
j,l
∆̂T,ij(ω1)Ejl(ω2)Ejl(ω3)φ
(2)
j φ
(0)
l
× eiω1tδ(ω1 − ω2 − ω3)δ(ω2 + ω3) dω3 dω2 dω1
=
1
4pi
∫ ∑
j,l
∆̂T,ij(0)Ejl(−ω3)Ejl(ω3)φ(2)j φ(0)l dω3. (102)
In the last step, the ω1- and ω2-integrations over the δ-functions are performed.
With the shorthand from Eq. (53), the final result reads
〈δzi〉1−loop =
1
4pi
∑
j,l
∆̂T,ij(0)Ljl,jl(0)φ(2)j φ(0)l . (103)
Thus, in total, the one-loop correction to the rates arising from the nonlinearity
depends on the steady-state rate vector and the second derivative of the nonlinear
gain function evaluated at the steady-state rate vector. Further, the simplest loop
integral Ljl,jl(0) and the tree-level propagator contribute.
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3.3.2 One-loop correction to the covariance
The covariance of the two spike trains zi and zj is given by
Cij(t+ t
′, t′) = 〈δzi(t+ t′)δzj(t′)〉 . (104)
By means of the Feynman rules described in Section 2.2.1, the tree-level covariance
can thus be deduced from the following diagram
Ctreeij (t+ t
′, t′) =
t+ t′
i
t1
l
t′
j
= 2 ·
∑
k
∫
∆T,ik(t+ t
′, t1)
φ
(0)
k
2!
∆T,jk(t
′, t1) dt1. (105)
Considering again a strict-sense stationary process, the Fourier-transformed result
reads
Ĉtreeij (ω) =
∑
k
∆̂T,ik(ω)φ
(0)
k ∆̂T,jk(−ω). (106)
For linear mutually exciting point processes, this result matches the formula found
by [16].
In case of non-vanishing second or third derivative of the nonlinear gain function
at the working point, the one-loop correction to the covariance is nonzero. First, all
contributing terms have to be identified. The following two-step procedure yields all
Feynman diagrams with one loop and two external vertices. We start by creating all
possible one-loop topologies, and then select the ones compatible with the Feynman
rules from Section 2.2.1. As the loop characteristic determines the topology, we
start with a simple circle and successively add legs and internal propagators to it.
An additional line can be attached to each internal propagator or internal vertex.
Internal vertices are only added to internal propagators between two vertices with
more than three incoming or outgoing legs. This procedure terminates after finitely
many iterations, because the order of the cumulant of interest limits the number
of legs added, and the number of internal propagators between two vertices with
more than three incoming or outgoing legs is finite. Once all topologies are created,
the ones relevant for the LNP cascade model are identified. This leads to a set of
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exactly 15 diagrams contributing to the second-order cumulant. The graphs whose
contributions have to be calculated are given in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3. Individual
contributions are labeled byMβij with β = 1, . . . , 15.
The one-loop covariance correction is given by the sum over all contributions from
the distinct diagrams
C1−loopij (t+ t
′, t′) =
15∑
β=1
Mβij(t+ t′, t′). (107)
The authors of [30] considered only a subset of these terms, namely Mβij for β ∈
{1, . . . , 5}. The remaining 10 contributions (β = 6, . . . , 15) were neglected by these
authors. However, these diagrams contain one loop and must be taken into account.
Remember that the contributions of higher-order fluctuations are directly reflected
by the number of loops in the diagrams [30, 55]. The method used in [30] to construct
the loop diagrams for the covariance correction (cf. Fig. 13 in their article) was
imperfect, though. An algorithm for the automated generation of Feynman diagrams
is proposed in the discussion section of this article.
The individual contributions to the one-loop correction of the covariance in
Eq. (107) are solved independently. The procedure is illustrated for theM1ij com-
ponent. For all other contributions we only list the result.
Translating the Feynman diagram into formula yields
M1ij(t+ t′, t′) =
t+ t′
i
t1
l
t′
j
t2
k
= 4 ·
∫ ∑
l,k
∆T,il(t+ t
′, t1)∆T,jl(t′, t1)
φ
(2)
l
2!2!
× (h ?1 ∆T )lk(t1, t2)(h ?1 ∆T )lk(t1, t2)
φ
(0)
k
2!
dt1 dt2.
(108)
Considering again a strict-sense stationary process, the covariance only depends
on the time lag t, and the reference time t′ can be chosen arbitrarily. Also the prop-
agator depends only on the time difference and has the Fourier representation (99).
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Choosing t′ = 0 and using Eq. (100) results in
M1ij(t) =
1
2
1
(2pi)
4
∫ ∑
l,k
∆̂T,il(ω1)∆̂T,jl(ω2)Elk(ω3)Elk(ω4)φ
(2)
l φ
(0)
k
× eiω1(t−t1)e−iω2t1eiω3(t1−t2)eiω4(t1−t2) dω4 dω3 dω2 dω1 dt2 dt1.
(109)
The time integrals yield δ-functions such that
M1ij(t) =
1
2
1
(2pi)
2
∫ ∑
l,k
∆̂T,il(ω1)∆̂T,jl(ω2)Elk(ω3)Elk(ω4)φ
(2)
l φ
(0)
k
× eiω1tδ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3 − ω4)δ(ω3 + ω4) dω4 dω3 dω2 dω1. (110)
Executing the ω2- and ω4-integrations leads to
M1ij(t) =
1
2
1
(2pi)
2
∫ ∑
l,k
∆̂T,il(ω1)∆̂T,jl(−ω1)Elk(ω3)Elk(−ω3)
× φ(2)l φ(0)k eiω1t dω3 dω1
=
1
2pi
∫
1
4pi
∑
l,k
∆̂T,il(ω1)∆̂T,jl(−ω1)Llk,lk(0)φ(2)l φ(0)k eiω1t dω1. (111)
The contribution of the first diagram to the coherence between neuron i and j thus
reads
M̂1ij(ω) =
1
4pi
∑
l,k
∆̂T,il(ω)∆̂T,jl(−ω)Llk,lk(0)φ(2)l φ(0)k (112)
where we use our loop integral abbreviations (53).
The other contributions are derived similarly and the resulting terms read
M̂2ij(ω) =
1
4pi
∑
l,k
∆̂T,ik(ω)∆̂T,jl(−ω)Llk,lk(−ω)φ(2)l φ(0)k , (113)
M̂3ij(ω) =
1
4pi
∑
l,k
∆̂T,il(ω)∆̂T,jk(−ω)Llk,lk(ω)φ(2)l φ(0)k (114)
= M̂2ji(−ω),
M̂4ij(ω) =
1
4pi
∑
l,k,m
∆̂T,il(ω)∆̂T,jm(−ω)Llk,lk(ω)Ekm(ω)φ(2)l φ(1)k φ(0)m , (115)
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M̂5ij(ω) =
1
4pi
∑
l,k,m
∆̂T,im(ω)∆̂T,jl(−ω)Llk,lk(−ω)Ekm(−ω)φ(2)l φ(1)k φ(0)m (116)
= M̂4ji(−ω),
M̂6ij(ω) =
1
4pi
∑
l,k,m
∆̂T,il(ω)∆̂T,jk(−ω)Llm,lkm(0, ω)φ(2)l φ(1)k φ(0)m , (117)
M̂7ij(ω) =
1
4pi
∑
l,k,m
∆̂T,ik(ω)∆̂T,jl(−ω)Llkm,lm(−ω, 0)φ(2)l φ(1)k φ(0)m , (118)
M̂8ij(ω) =
1
4pi
∑
m,l,k
∆̂T,im(ω)∆̂T,jm(−ω)Emk(0)Lkl,kl(0)φ(1)m φ(2)k φ(0)l , (119)
M̂9ij(ω) =
1
4pi
∑
k,l,m
∆̂T,im(ω)∆̂T,jk(−ω)Ekm(−ω)Lkl,kl(0)φ(3)k φ(0)l φ(0)m , (120)
M̂10ij (ω) =
1
4pi
∑
k,l,m
∆̂T,ik(ω)∆̂T,jm(−ω)Ekm(ω)Lkl,kl(0)φ(3)k φ(0)l φ(0)m (121)
= M̂9ji(−ω),
M̂11ij (ω) =
1
8pi
∑
k,l,m,p
∆̂T,ip(ω)∆̂T,jk(−ω)Lklm,km(−ω, 0)Elp(−ω)
× φ(2)k φ(2)l φ(0)m φ(0)p , (122)
M̂12ij (ω) =
1
8pi
∑
k,l,m,p
∆̂T,ik(ω)∆̂T,jp(−ω)Lkm,klm(0, ω)Elp(ω)
× φ(2)k φ(2)l φ(0)m φ(0)p , (123)
M̂13ij (ω) =
1
16pi
∑
k,l,m,p
∆̂T,ik(ω)∆̂T,jp(−ω)Ekp(ω)Ekl(0)Llm,lm(0)
× φ(2)k φ(2)l φ(0)m φ(0)p , (124)
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M̂14ij (ω) =
1
16pi
∑
k,l,m,p
∆̂T,ip(ω)∆̂T,jk(−ω)Ekp(−ω)Ekl(0)Llm,lm(0)
× φ(2)k φ(2)l φ(0)m φ(0)p (125)
= M̂13ji (−ω),
M̂15ij (ω) =
1
8pi
∑
k,l,m,p
∆̂T,ik(ω)∆̂T,jl(−ω)φ(2)k φ(2)l φ(0)m φ(0)p
×
∫
Ekp(−ω′)Ekm(ω + ω′)Elm(−ω − ω′)Elp(ω′) dω′. (126)
For the comparison with data, it is convenient to work with the integrated cross-
covariances
cij =
∫ ∞
−∞
Cij(t) dt. (127)
Note that cij = Ĉij(0) with Ĉ denoting the cross-spectra. We get this quantity
directly by adding up all contributions from the previously listed terms evaluated
at ω = 0. The one-loop correction thus reads
c1−loopij =
15∑
β=1
M̂βij(0). (128)
For a prediction of the one-loop correction to the integrated covariance, the only
loop integrals to be calculated from this general class are Llk,lk(0), Llm,lkm(0, 0), and
Llkm,lm(0, 0). The simplest integral involved in the one-loop correction to the first-
or second-order cumulant is Llk,lk(0) which is solely based on Ii,j(0) from Eq. (59).
Let ξi denote the i-th eigenvalue of Dφ(1)W , as described previously. Assuming for
simplicity Re ξi < 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (see remark in Section 3.2.1), the integral
with exponentially decaying response function reads (cf. Eq. (71))
Iei,j(0) =
2pi
τ
(2− ξi − ξj)−1 . (129)
For an α-shaped response function, we assume |Re(√ξi)| < 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
and obtain from Eq. (94)
Iαi,j(0) =
pi
τ
√
ξj
(
Dαi
(
−a(j)+
)
−Dαi
(
−a(j)−
))
, (130)
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with Dαi (ω) from Eq. (88). This simplifies to
Iαi,j(0) =
8pi
τ
(
ξ2j + (ξi − 4)2 − 2ξj (4 + ξi)
)−1
. (131)
Putting everything together, we obtain
Lelk,lk(0) =
2pi
τ
n∑
i,j=1
(WV )li V
−1
ik (WV )lj V
−1
jk (2− ξi − ξj)−1 (132)
for the exponentially decaying response function, and
Lαlk,lk(0) =
8pi
τ
n∑
i,j=1
(WV )li V
−1
ik (WV )lj V
−1
jk
(
ξ2j + (ξi − 4)2 − 2ξj (4 + ξi)
)−1
(133)
for the α-type response function.
For vanishing frequencies, the two three-point loop integrals Llm,lkm(0, 0) and
Llkm,lm(0, 0) coincide. This can be seen by performing a transformation of the
integration variable, ω → −ω′, in the integral Ii0i1,j0(0, 0) from Eq. (59), which
results in
Ii0i1,j0(0, 0) = Ij0,i0i1(0, 0). (134)
If we assume again that all eigenvalues ξi (i = 1, . . . , n) of Dφ(1)W have a real part
strictly smaller than one, the integral with exponentially decaying response function
reads
Iei0i1,j0 =
2pi
τ
(2− ξj0 − ξi0)−1 (2− ξj0 − ξi1)−1 . (135)
This results in
Lelm,lkm(0, 0) = Lelkm,lm(0, 0) =
n∑
i0,i1,j0=1
(WV )li0 V
−1
i0k
(WV )ki1 V
−1
i1m
× (WV )lj0 V −1j0mIei0i1,j0 . (136)
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Assuming |Re(√ξi)| < 1 and ξi 6= 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the integral with α-type
response function is given by
Iαi0i1,j0 =
pi
τ
√
ξj0
(((
2−√ξj0)2 − ξi0)−1((2−√ξj0)2 − ξi1)−1
−
((
2 +
√
ξj0
)2
− ξi0
)−1((
2 +
√
ξj0
)2
− ξi1
)−1)
.
(137)
This results in the complete loop integral
Lαlm,lkm(0, 0) = Lαlkm,lm(0, 0) =
n∑
i0,i1,j0=1
(WV )li0 V
−1
i0k
(WV )ki1 V
−1
i1m
× (WV )lj0 V −1j0mIαi0i1,j0 . (138)
The one-loop correction M15 contains a loop integral differing from the general
class of Eq. (53). However, it can be reduced to an integral Ii0i1,j0j1 from Eq. (59).
Note that one has
∫
Ekp(−ω′)Elm(−ω − ω′)Elp(ω′)Ekm(ω + ω′) dω′ =∑
i0,i1,j0,j1
(WV )ki0 V
−1
i0p
(WV )li1 V
−1
i1m
(WV )lj0 V
−1
j0p
(WV )kj1 V
−1
j1m
×
∫
Di0(−ω′)Di1(−ω − ω′)Dj0(ω′)Dj1(ω + ω′) dω′︸ ︷︷ ︸
= Ii0i1,j0j1(0,−ω, ω)
. (139)
Thus a solution can be obtained in a similar manner by the residue calculus.
To apply these results to the numerical simulations in Section 3.4, we need to
calculate M̂15(0) for the α-shaped response function. We thus need the analytic
solution of Iαij,kl(0, 0, 0). The integral reads
Iαij,kl(0, 0, 0) =
∫
Dαi (−ω)Dαj (−ω)Dαk (ω)Dαl (ω) dω, (140)
and assuming |Re(√ξi)| < 1, the factors Dαk and Dαl cause poles of the integrand
in the upper half-plane. Two cases have to be distinguished. We either have ξk 6= ξl
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or ξk = ξl. In the former case, the relevant poles are
a
(k)
± = −
i
τ
(
±
√
ξk − 1
)
, (141)
a
(l)
± = −
i
τ
(
±
√
ξl − 1
)
, (142)
and the residues of the integrand Iαij,kl are given by
res
a
(k)
±
Iαij,kl = ±
1
2iτ
√
ξk
1
ξk − ξl
((
2∓
√
ξk
)2
− ξi
)−1((
2∓
√
ξk
)2
− ξj
)−1
,
(143)
res
a
(l)
±
Iαij,kl = ±
1
2iτ
√
ξl
1
ξl − ξk
((
2∓
√
ξl
)2
− ξi
)−1((
2∓
√
ξl
)2
− ξj
)−1
.
(144)
In the latter case, where ξl = ξk, the poles a
(k)
± = − iτ
(±√ξk − 1) are of order two.
The residues are given by
res
a
(k)
±
Iαij,kl =
−i
τ
(
∓4 + 8ξ 32k ∓
5
4
ξ2k +
√
ξk (16− 2ξi − 2ξj)± ξi
(
1− 1
4
ξj
)
∓ξk
(
18− 3
4
ξi − 3
4
ξj
)
± ξj
)
× ξ− 32k
((
2∓
√
ξk
)2
− ξi
)−2((
2∓
√
ξk
)2
− ξj
)−2
. (145)
The final integral is given by summing up the residues according to Eq. (61) and
inserting the result into Eq. (139) evaluated at ω = 0.
3.4 Numerical results
This section provides a worked example for how loop corrections can improve cu-
mulant predictions in the LNP cascade model. The results from Section 3.3 are
compared to a simulation of the process. An outstanding feature of the theory are
cumulant predictions for individual neurons, rather than population-averaged quan-
tities. We would like to stress this by looking at predictions for individual neurons
or pairs of neurons resulting in predictions of full distributions for the respective
cumulants in the network, rather than just mean values.
3.4.1 Statistical measures
In order to compare our predictions, corresponding quantities have to be extracted
from the simulated spike trains. In particular, the mean firing rate of a neuron is
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estimated by
λˇi =
Nˇi(∆)
∆
, (146)
where Nˇi(∆) is the number of spikes in a time window of length ∆. Estimated quan-
tities are marked with “ ˇ ” throughout this section, to distinguish them from the-
oretical ones. The integrated second-order cumulant cij =
∫∞
−∞ Cij(t) dt = Ĉij(0),
for simplicity denoted as covariance in the following, is estimated according to
cˇij = lim
∆→∞
Cov
[
Nˇi(∆), Nˇj(∆)
]
∆
. (147)
If we talk about cross-covariance in the following, we explicitly mean off-diagonal
terms of this matrix (i 6= j). Auto-covariances are the diagonal elements (i = j).
3.4.2 Simulation parameters
For numerical comparison, we simulate a two-population network of N = 250 LNP
neurons, which generate their spikes according to a Poisson distribution with con-
ditional intensity (Eq. (12)),
λi(t) = φi
∑
j
(hij ? zj)(t) + bi(t)
. (148)
The excitatory population comprises NE = 200 and the inhibitory one NI = 50
neurons. The adjacency matrix is an Erdős–Rényi graph with connection proba-
bility p = 0.16. The synaptic weights are given by wEE = 0.12 for excitatory-
excitatory connections, wIE = 0.1 for excitatory-to-inhibitory connections, and
wEI = wII = −0.5 for all inhibitory connections. The causal response function is
chosen to be the α-function (defined in Eq. (86)) with synaptic time constant
τ = 10ms. Aiming for non-trivial loop corrections, the nonlinear gain function
is a rectified quadratic function for all nodes
φi(x) = Θ(x)x
2 ∀i = 1, . . . , N. (149)
The baseline firing rate corresponding to φi(b) is set to 10 Hz. The simulation time
is T = 2 · 108 ms with simulation time step of ∆t = 1ms. The simulation is im-
plemented by the exact integration scheme outlined in [60]. For data analysis, the
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first 10 s are dropped, and a spike count bin size of ∆sc = 1 000ms is used. The
simulation was implemented in Python using the open-source software SciPy [61].
3.4.3 Rate predictions
The simulated stationary rates are compared to the theoretical predictions in Fig. 4.
The tree-level prediction of the rates is given by r¯ from Eq. (98), corresponding to
〈δz〉T = 0. The one-loop correction is given by Eq. (103), and the total one-loop
prediction reads
r1−loopi = r¯i + 〈δzi〉1−loop . (150)
Figure 4(a) compares tree-level predictions, and a larger discrepancy is observed for
increasing rates. The one-loop prediction perfectly corrects for this mismatch and
we observe nearly perfect agreement in Fig. 4(b).
The cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the rates is depicted in Fig. 5.
The mean tree-level (one-loop) prediction of the rates is 11.7 Hz (12.5 Hz), and
the estimated mean rate is 12.6 Hz. Excitatory neurons have a mean firing rate of
12.9 Hz (one-loop prediction), whereas for inhibitory ones the one-loop prediction is
10.8 Hz. Both values are in good agreement with the estimated population-specific
mean rates 13.0 Hz and 10.9 Hz, respectively. The relative one-loop corrections range
from 3.8 % to 21.2 %.
To better quantify the discrepancy, the residuals, i.e. the difference between pre-
dicted and estimated rate, is investigated. Figure 6 depicts the cdf of the residuals
for the tree- and loop-level prediction. For the two-population model under con-
sideration, we further split into excitatory and inhibitory groups. The one-loop
correction yields a relevant reduction of the error in all cases. While the residuals
have a broad range (from 0.39 Hz to 1.87 Hz) for tree-level predictions, the one-
loop prediction corrects individual mismatches resulting in residuals ranging from
0.03 Hz to 0.13 Hz with a mean of 0.06 Hz.
3.4.4 Covariance predictions
Corrections arising from nonlinear gain functions are also calclulated for the second-
order cumulant of the process. The tree-level prediction is given by ctreeij = Ĉtreeij (0)
from Eq. (106). For the full one-loop prediction, the one-loop correction c1−loopij
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obtained by Eq. (128) is added on top. Since the rectified quadratic nonlinearity
φ has a vanishing third derivative, the contributions M̂9 and M̂10 are zero, cf.
Eq. (120) and Eq. (121). All other terms yield nonzero corrections.
The mean of estimated cross-covariances is 0.4 Hz, which is small as compared
to the mean of estimated auto-covariances at 14.1 Hz. The predicted tree-level cdf,
the one-loop cdf, and the empirical cdf of the cross-covariance, respectively, are
shown in Fig. 7(a), and the ones of the auto-covariance are depicted in Fig. 7(b). A
very basic observation is that the auto-covariances are much larger than the cross-
covariances. Because they roughly differ in one order of magnitude, we analyze the
auto- and cross-covariance separately. This observation provides valuable insight
and can inform new beyond-mean-field models. In the simulated network setting,
the cross-covariance has a multimodal distribution. The one-loop correction im-
proves the tree-level predictions for auto- and cross-covariances, as the one-loop cdf
fits better to the estimated one. In both cases, we observe an almost perfect match
between the one-loop prediction and the distribution of empirical covariances. Re-
markably, the entire distribution is precisely predicted, and not just its mean.
For explicit comparison between simulation and prediction, the cdf of the residuals
for all possible pairs of distinct neurons are shown in Fig. 8(a). While the distribu-
tion of cross-covariance residuals has a mean of 0.08 Hz with a standard deviation of
0.07 Hz for the tree-level prediction, the mean is 0.03 Hz for the one-loop predictions
and the standard deviation slightly decreases to 0.04 Hz. In Fig. 8(b) the residuals
for auto-covariance predictions are shown. Here, the improvement achieved by the
additional one-loop corrections is even more pronounced due to the larger absolute
values of auto-covariances compared to cross-covariances. The tree-level residual
distribution has a mean of 1.02 Hz, whereas the mean of the one-loop residual dis-
tribution is 0.12 Hz. As obvious from Fig. 8(b), the standard deviation decreases
drastically for residuals calculated with the one-loop predictions. This decrease in
standard deviation clearly illustrates that the one-loop covariance corrections are
specific for each pair of neurons. We stress once more that it is important to consider
the entire distribution of residuals, because they can be either positive or negative.
Therefore, the mean residual can be small, while the distribution spreads widely.
In total, we observe a remarkable improvement for second-order cumulant pre-
dictions. Both, the cross- and auto-covariance predictions get significantly closer
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to the respective quantities extracted from a simulation of the process, if one-loop
diagram contributions are taken into account.
4 Conclusions and Discussion
Predicting spike train cumulants in nonlinear spiking models is complicated by the
fact that higher-order moments are coupling to lower-order ones. One approach is to
expand the moment hierarchy in a series, where higher-order terms account for the
influence of higher-order moments on the dynamics. Specifically, when representing
the spiking activity in LNP cascade models by path integrals and appropriate path
densities, one obtains a systematic series expansion for spike train cumulants. This
series is called loop expansion, as the number of loops in the Feynman diagrams
associated with the terms in the expansion reflect the successive contributions of
higher-order fluctuations. For actual predictions the series expansion is truncated,
ignoring contributions beyond the cutoff. In this work, the truncation happens at
the one-loop level. While tree-level predictions are independent of any influences by
higher-order cumulants, the one-loop correction to a cumulant of order n accounts
for the tree-level contribution from the (n + 1)-order cumulant. We justify this
truncation for specific network models by comparing it to numerical simulations. A
more general justification can be derived, if the loop contributions can be related
to a small parameter like the inverse network size [62].
For parameter regimes where the truncation is meaningful, corrections to spike
train cumulants can be calculated using the loop expansion. We found a way to
make these predictions more robust by analytically solving the loop integrals.
As calculations are very extensive even for low-order cumulants, a systematic im-
plementation using computer algebra is indispensable. This can be done, for exam-
ple, as in theoretical particle physics using programs like FeynArts [63] and Form-
Calc [64], which are written in mathematica R©. All contributing graph topologies
have to be generated first. The procedure used for the graph generation can be
directly implemented, but a mathematically rigorous proof of completeness is still
missing. This is essential in order not to forget any term of a given order in the
series expansion, as it has happened previously for seemingly simple corrections of
second-order cumulants [30]. Individual graphs are then translated into formulas by
making use of the Feynman rules for the stochastic process under consideration. A
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cascade of calculations is then performed on these expressions by making use of the
new results explained above. Loop integrals can be replaced by sums over residuals,
which can be calculated in a standardized way. Having such a machinery at hand
allows to easily obtain more accurate predictions for stationary spiking statistics.
Based on the theoretical description of a stochastic process, the approach pre-
sented here makes quantitative and testable predictions for spike train statistics.
Specifically, we were able to compute second-order cumulants for all individual tu-
ples of neurons. As a result, full distributions of spike train cumulants, and not
just their mean and variance, can be computed for given neuronal populations. Al-
though the corrections due to an instantaneous nonlinearity are small, they can be
nevertheless important. Spike-timing-dependent structural plasticity, for example,
depends on the second-order cumulant of activity [65]. Small accumulating errors
in theoretical predictions can cause large discrepancies of the predicted network
structure. In homeostatic structural plasticity [66], in contrast, the degree of each
node depends on its activity working point in a nonlinear manner. Small discrep-
ancies in the working point prediction yields wrong degree predictions. Especially
for non-normally distributed firing rates, like for example heavy-tailed log-normal
distributions, it is important to know the entire distribution and not just its first
two moments.
A final remark concerns the magnitude of individual diagram contributions. Al-
though it is consistent to take all diagrams with a given number of loops into
account, these do not automatically provide corrections of comparable magnitude.
Depending on the parameters, specific diagrams can make much stronger contribu-
tions than others. The size of the contribution depends, for example, on the number
of internal filter edges, or different occurrences of nonlinear gain function deriva-
tives. Additionally, single diagrams may specifically correct cumulant predictions
for certain subsets of neurons. A systematic investigation of these individual contri-
butions would provide further insight into structure-dynamics relations. For future
analyses of this type, it comes handy to have the explicit analytical dependencies
of the loop integrals available. In total, these investigations greatly advance our
understanding of how nonlinearities shape the cumulant distributions in networks.
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Figure 1 Feynman diagrams 1. Diagrams with two internal filter edges contributing to the
one-loop correction for the covariances.
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Figure 2 Feynman diagrams 2. Diagrams with three internal filter edges contributing to the
one-loop correction for the covariances.
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Figure 3 Feynman diagrams 3. Diagrams with four internal filter edges contributing to the
one-loop correction for the covariances.
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Figure 4 Rate comparisons for an Erdős–Rényi network. Estimated rates versus tree-level (a)
and one-loop (b) prediction.
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Figure 5 Cumulative distribution function of the rates in an Erdős–Rényi network. Black
dots and vertical lines indicate the mean of the distributions. The dashed horizontal line at 0.5
defines the median.
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Figure 6 Residuals of rate predictions. Cumulative distribution function for the residuals of the
rate prediction in an Erdős–Rényi network. Purple lines are the residuals of the tree-level prediction
and yellow ones are the residuals of the one-loop prediction. Residuals of only excitatory or only
inhibitory neurons correspond to dashed and dotted lines, respectively. Black dots and vertical
lines indicate the mean of the residuals. The dashed horizontal line at 0.5 defines the median.
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Figure 7 Cumulative distribution function of the covariances in an Erdős–Rényi network.
The cdfs of the cross-covariances (for distinct neurons i 6= j) are depicted in (a) and the
auto-covariances in (b). Black dots and vertical lines indicate the mean of the distributions. The
dashed horizontal line at 0.5 defines the median.
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Figure 8 Residuals of covariance predictions. The cdfs are shown separately for cross- and
auto-covariances in (a) and (b), respectively. Black dots and vertical lines indicate the mean of
the residuals. The dashed horizontal line at 0.5 defines the median.
